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Literacy and training
This board game is an idea from two five year old girls. One morning they asked for a big carton paper and
markers colors and then they drew this fun boardgame. They got help from a teacher to make the cards
you need in this game and to plast it. (see pictures of the Icelandic version on the next page)

Efni:







Thick carton cut to size A2 (from a cardboard or something like that)
White carton paper in size A2
Cards for the game where you can write on what to do
Markers colors
Book covering plastic
Basket for the cards, dice and playmen

Aðferð:
Draw something that means begining and end. The girls then drew hearts in different colors and wrote the
numbers from 1 in each heart. Some of the hearts were thicker then the others and that means if you land
there you drag a card and do what it says there. They also drew two frames for the cards to drag. One
frame was for literacy and the other one was for training. On the literacy cards was f.e. written: what is the
first letter in your mothers name, how many letters are in your name, what rhymes with house, stap the
rhytm in your name f.e. Ann – a (stap 2 times) On the training cards was f.e. written: Jump forward and
backward 10 times, jump on one foot 5 times, run to a teacher and give high five, run into the gym and
throw a ball into the basket. The girls had many great ideas.

The game:
Two to four players, played like a normal board game from start to end. Throw the dice and move your
playman the same amount. If you land on a thick heart you choose if you want to draw a trainging card or a
literacy card and you do what it says on the card. The winner is the first one to come to the end mark.
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